ALL INDIA BANK RETIREES’ FEDERATION (REGD.)
D/1/ Sector C Scheme No. 71 Indore 452009
E-Mail ID sharbat_123@rediffmail.com Mobile: 8966019488

SILVER JUBILEE YEAR (1994-2019)

Ref. 2020/437

31..08.2020

The Office bearers
A.I.B.R.F.

Dear Comrades
Re: Office Bearers Meeting through video conferencing
On Saturday 05.09.2020
With further reference to our circular no 2020/434 dated 24.08.2020 giving notice for office bearers’ meeting
scheduled to be held on 29.08.2020 through video conferencing, it has been decided to continue meeting on
SATURDAY, 05.09.2020 to deliberate and decide on pending item of agenda.
2. Meeting shall commence at 11.00 A.M and continue up to 1.30 PM. If required , there will be evening
session from 3.00 PM to 5.30 PM. Link for both sessions will be send to you through video conferencing.
3. As per the agenda topic proposed to be discussed is “ Updation of basic pension in current settlement.” It is
very important and hot topic at present in view of the fact that negotiation on wage settlement has entered in
to final phase and retirees have huge expectation to achieve updation demand in it. Therefore, we expect
participants to present their views in very specific terms on the following aspects in the meeting rather than
taking in the matter in the larger prospective, though may be important, but may not be of much help to
tackle issue in the current settlement.
(a) Review of efforts made by AIBRF at organisational level in last one year towards demand of pension
updation and any further organisational efforts needed, in very specific terms, in next 30/60 days till
signing of settlement.
(b) Review of correspondence done by central office on updation issue clarifying AIBRF stand on it
(c) AIBRF stand on formula for updation by way of ad hoc payment , outside pension regulations to begin
with.- In this settlement what should be priority- moving forward on this long pending issues through
some ice breaking process and then carry the issue for further improvement in coming years or to
remain firm and continue to struggle till we achieve RBI/ Pay commission formula by way of
amendment of regulations

4. You will kindly agree that on this important demand, at this juncture, stand of affiliate is crucial
rather than views of individual office bearers, we suggest that consultation among office bearers belonging
to one affiliate may take place before attending the meeting and one representative from each affiliate may
present views on behalf of their organisation in the meeting. Besides being effective to reach to final
conclusion, it will help in time management too.
5. In recent past, we had forwarded compressive note on updation which we hope you must have gone
through. However for your ready reference we once again enclose the note.
6. In addition to the above, we propose to allot 20 minutes time to discuss pending issues of private banks so
we can decide further course of action on them. Convener , Sub- committee is request to plan discussion it so
we can have meaningful dialogue in the matter.

With warm greetings,

Yours Sincerely,

(S.C.JAIN)
GENERAL SECRETARY
c.c. to The Central Committee members.
AI.B.R.F

